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Free Lily of the Valley cross stitch pattern from Madame La Fée (plus many other. Lily of the
Valley Counted Cross Stitch Kit - Cross Stitch, Needlepoint, . This is a counted cross stitch kit to
make a bookmark. Motif: Lily of the Valley Contents are a complete set: Aida band embroidery
threads backing and tasse

Shop knitting supplies online. Jo-Ann’s has a complete selection of yarn and thread, needle art
kits, and crochet supplies for beginners and experts alike. Behold The Lilies (chart) Product No:
693608 Supplier Code: H08-2569 Designer/Artist: Praiseworthy Stitches Our Price: $ 6.00
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Cross Stitch Designs by Ellen Maurer-Stroh. EMS Design offers high quality counted cross stitch
charts and machine embroidery patterns. Specializing in floral designs. Shop knitting supplies
online. Jo-Ann’s has a complete selection of yarn and thread, needle art kits, and crochet
supplies for beginners and experts alike.
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Behold The Lilies (chart) Product No: 693608 Supplier Code: H08-2569 Designer/Artist:
Praiseworthy Stitches Our Price: $ 6.00
Cross Stitch Designs by Ellen Maurer-Stroh. EMS Design offers high quality counted cross
stitch charts and machine embroidery patterns. Specializing in floral designs.
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Behold The Lilies (chart) Product No: 693608 Supplier Code: H08-2569 Designer/Artist:
Praiseworthy Stitches Our Price: $ 6.00 Examples of Scarlet Quince cross stitch as stitched by
our customers, including completed, framed work, and work in progress, with comments from the
stitchers.
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MUCH-LOVED FOR THEIR FRAGRANT WHITE FLOWERS, our elegant lily of the valley is
rendered in counted cross stitch. Kit includes 14-count flaxen Aida .
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Behold The Lilies (chart) Product No: 693608 Supplier Code: H08-2569 Designer/Artist:
Praiseworthy Stitches Our Price: $ 6.00 Cross Stitch Designs by Ellen Maurer-Stroh. EMS
Design offers high quality counted cross stitch charts and machine embroidery patterns.
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Shop Nora Corbett at the Amazon Arts, Crafts & Sewing store. Free Shipping on eligible items.
Save on everyday low prices. Counted Cross stitch pattern with by Faby Reilly (La Fée Rie)..
With an expert eye, designer Faby Reilly captures the essence of the delicate lily of the valley, .
This is a counted cross stitch kit to make a bookmark. Motif: Lily of the Valley Contents are a
complete set: Aida band embroidery threads backing and tasse
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This cross stitch kit includes 16 count white Aida fabric, Safil wool/acrylic thread ( 8 colors),
needle, instructions, and color chart. Size of finished piece is 5" x . Please note this is a cross
stitch pattern only. No fabric, floss, or other materials are included in the listing. To see other
cross stitch patterns of flowers by Lucy X . Free Lily of the Valley cross stitch pattern from
Madame La Fée (plus many other. Lily of the Valley Counted Cross Stitch Kit - Cross Stitch,
Needlepoint, .
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Scarlet Quince cross stitch as stitched by our customers, including completed, framed work, and
work in progress, with comments from the stitchers.
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